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Kim Schlegel Whitman's Spirited New Groove
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THE VERY BEST EVENTS ACROSS TEXAS & BEYOND

INVITE
70. HOUSTON
Carolyn Farb’s birthday event

SPECTATE
72. AUSTIN
The University of Texas Blanton Museum gala

ENTRANCE
74. SAN ANTONIO
The Assembly Ball event

76. DALLAS
The Aging Mind Foundation gala

78. HOUSTON
The Houston Ballet ball

80. SAN ANTONIO
The Doseum event

82. AUSTIN
The Bob Bullock State History Museum gala

84. DALLAS
The UNICEF gala

86. HOUSTON
The Crohn’s and Colitis Foundation gala

88. SAN ANTONIO
The San Antonio Humane Society event

ARRIVAL
122. DALLAS
The Symphony of Chefs event

134. SAN ANTONIO
The Food Bank of San Antonio event

136. AUSTIN
The Wonders & Worries gala

140. SAN ANTONIO
The Keystone School event

ARRANGE
144.
Laura Villagran-Johnson and Kevin Smothers of AustinSocialPlanner.com recommend the very best across the state for you to support.
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A MINDFUL ENDEAVOR
4th Annual Aging Mind Foundation Gala Shatters Fundraising Records
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THE CAUSE:
The event, chaired by Cara Owens with Barbara and Don Daseke serving as honorary chairs, raised over $740,000 for the Aging Mind Foundation with this year’s gala proceeds going to the UTSW Medical Center – Center for Alzheimer’s and Neurodegenerative Diseases. The Aging Mind Foundation seeks to support and address urgent issues concerning the aging mind including research, treatment, advocacy and education.

THE SCENE:
The Joule Hotel in Dallas was the scene of the recent Aging Mind Foundation gala, where over 200 of the city’s social elite rubbed elbows during a great evening full of friends, touching tributes and memorable music performances.

THE VIBE:
The evening began with cocktail hour where the black-tie crowd mingled and had the opportunity to meet a very special guest on hand for the evening’s festivities – Ashley Campbell, daughter of country music legend Glen Campbell. From there, partygoers adjourned to the ballroom where everyone dined on a multi-course meal during the evening’s program, which included a video highlighting the life of honoree Betty Tatum.

The evening continued with a spirited live auction featuring one-of-a-kind experiences including a Leisure, Luxury and Arts weekend in London as well as a V-VIP Experience for the 2018 Kentucky Derby. The program concluded with a show-stopping musical performance by Ashley Campbell. After the program, the action moved to the Joule’s rooftop terrace where guests were greeted with champagne hosted by Impeccable Rosé Brut and cocktails by Roxor, and danced the night away to the spins of DJ Jose Guvarra.